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Of all the things God has been teaching us, the most 

consistent teaching has been flexibility.  Everytime we put 

even a little bit of faith in something else, God reminds us 

that He is the only constant in our lives. 

Even now, as we head into the new year, there are 

changes on the horizon.  We’re excited about many of these 

changes, and others will require wisdom and care.  We’re 

praying about all of these 

changes, and we ask you to pray 

with us too. 

In March, Im Jai House is 

moving to a new site with more 

space and privacy for all 53 

children, and hopefully more in 

the future.  Cindy and Adam 

were planning on being house 

parents in one of the new houses, 

but they have been told that that 

may not happen yet.  Sean will 

still be living in one of the houses as a helper.  Meanwhile, 

Cindy and Adam are praying about what they will be doing, 

especially with the kids.  The plan is still to live on-site with 

Im Jai, so they won’t be far, but it is uncertain whether or 

not they will get to live in the same house as the children.  

In the meantime, all of us will continue the work we 

have been doing.  Our priorities will be to learn the 

language and the culture in preparation for becoming house 

parents later on, as well as continuing to build relationship 

with the children and the staff.  We will continue working 

with the teens and doing other jobs during the day, some of 

which are mentioned about 

below. 

For Sean, God has blessed 

him in a special way with a 

girlfriend.  Her name is Prang, 

and she is one of the Thai staff 

that works at Im Jai House.  

She’s a great girl and we all like 

her a lot.  God has also allowed 

Sean to continue using his trade 

skills, as he fixes and installs 

thing all around Im Jai and in 

Prang’s home village.  He has 

recently begun learning to read and write Thai, and has 

gotten a chance to do some teaching in Thai at the same 

village, as well as share his testimony there. 

Cindy is still teaching dance and piano.  She began 

teaching piano to 2 children, and now she has 10 students.  

She enjoys it because of the individual time she gets with 

the children.  Ladda, Im Jai’s director, has asked her to pray 

about serving Im Jai in sponsor relations – essentially being 

the person who connects the children with their sponsors in 

America.  Ladda thinks she would be good at this because 

of her relationships with the kids and her knowledge of both 

Thai and American culture and language. 

One of the Thai staff has recently left to be a teacher, 

and Adam was asked to take over part of her job.  So now 

Adam is helping out with Im Jai’s accounting (something he 

never thought he’d be doing).  Ladda has asked him to pray 

about keeping this job, and to pray about working on Im Jai’s 

website.  Adam is also teaching piano to 2 children to help 

relieve some of Cindy’s burden.  Adam has also started 

informally teaching guitar 

and English to a couple of 

the kids. 

Cindy and Adam are 

still teaching the teens 

during the week.  It has 

been difficult because of 

the language barrier and 

the fact that teenagers are 

the same all over the 

world.  A Thai pastor and his wife are coming to Im Jai this 

month, and hopefully they will help as well. 

Here are some things you can pray for us about.  And 

keep listening to God for how you can pray more specifically: 

• Continue to pray for our language acquisition.  The 

more readily we can speak and understand, the 

closer we are able to be to the children. 

• Pray for Sean and Prang, that they would seek after 

God and his wisdom in their relationship. 

• Pray for the 53 children, that they would all know 

God personally and learn to love each other like a 

true family. 

• Pray that our relationships with the children would 

grow and deepen.  Pray that we could have 

increased one-on-one time with them. 

• Pray for everyone (us, the staff, the kids) as we 

move in March.  It will be a difficult transition for 

everyone, even as we are all looking forward to it. 

• Pray for our increased reliance on God as he proves 

himself eternally reliable.  Our doubts increase 

when teaching is hard, when children don’t listen, 

and when we think about funds we may need, but 

pray that our faith would remain strong despite 

how we may feel. 

If you want more 

information, or pictures, 

or you just want to say hi, 

drop us an e-mail or visit 

our website.  We try to 

update weekly with what’s 

going on in our lives or 

what we’ve been learning 

from God. 

 

Website: http://firewatching.com/itsara 

Adam: adamheine@gmail.com 

Cindy: cpheine@gmail.com 

Sean: snabott@yahoo.com 


